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ڇՕ୮ፋᄎࠩຍԫଡૉഘ㠪ᢰΔຟਢუၲ
ՕཕᐝΔࠩԫጟటإऱࣔػΔటإऱᤚஔΖຍ
టإऱࣔػᤚஔΔਢطԫរԫរଥ۩ۖګऱΔլ
ࢢેΔլࢢᣄΜ݄ڇຍଡֱچΔፒ࿀ԫ࿀Δ
լጥ،ΔݺԱڽسΜݺଚԫࡳڶԫጟՕྤ
ऱ壄壀ΔչᏖՈլࢢΔլᎅ،࿀Δ༉ਢڽ
ԱΔݺՈਢ݄ΔՈਢଥ۩ΜլਢᎅΔߠ
ࠩ࿏ऱࣟ۫༉ڃၒԱΖࢬאຍଡፒ࿀Δլጥ
،Δړቝ٣ছشݺଉࣨ܃ؚਢԫᑌऱΖឈྥݺ
شڶԺؚΔਢ᎘᎘ؚΔ৻܃ᏖवሐݺլᄎشԺؚ
ࡋΛݺ࣠ڕԫشԺؚΔ߷܃ՈԫᑌݴထΔࡉຍ
ଡፒ࿀ਢԫᑌऱΖ
߷Ꮦፒ࿀܃ݴΔᆨ࿀ޓݴΔუጕᤚՈ
ݴΖ৻ᏖࡋݴΛუጕᤚΔނאױณᅪᅲၲࠐ
ΔլڂუጕᤚΔ༉ຨՂณᅪΖ֘ኙ
ຍጟ࿀ેΚψ،࿀ેႯΛΔݺ။ે။ړΔ။࿀
။ړΜ܃။უጕᤚႯΛΔݺ။Μω܃
ࠩၺࠠߩԱΔ߷ଡጕᦅ༉ၒΖ࣠ڕլࡉጕᦅࠐ
܂ᖏऱᇩΔ༉ࢭᎁ۞աؚඓᖏԱΔ߷ةຟਢڇ
ຍଡጕᤚऱ㠪ᢰࠐژسထΖݺଚڇࠩటࣔ
ػΔࢬ֟אጕԫរᤚΔլਢᎅቝਬਬԳጐᖂჟ
ᡴ༉ړԱΔլᖂڶཕᐝΖຍਢኙլאױᖂჟ
ᡴऱΔኙਢၲཕᐝऱΔኙ१ءᝫΔᎁ
ᢝ۞աऱؾ૿ࠐءΖ
ࠐءऱ૿ؾਢչᏖᑌࡋΛਢࡉ۵ྤԲྤܑ
ऱΖ܀ਢڂݺଚڶཕᐝΔࢬא༉ᠦထ૿ࠐء
ؾ။ၒ။Δլवሐᎁᢝࠐءऱ૿ؾΖࢬא༉ᣌ
ᣌଙଙΔᔨسኄڽΔࠐء༉ቝ໘ᔨԱΔ༉ቝ
ኄԱΔױਢᝫუᔨխऱᔨΔኄխऱኄΔࢬאຍ
༉ਢᣌଙխऱᣌଙΜՈ༉ਢࠟጟऱᣌଙΔࠐء༉
ਢᔨسኄڽΔᝫڇຍଡᔨسኄڽ㠪ᢰΔ٦ޓԫ
ᐋᔨسኄڽΔࢬאటਢ֜ױᐧԱΜչᏖຍᑌ

Since everyone is gathered here in this prajna hall, you must want to
uncover great wisdom, real understanding and enlightenment. True
understanding and enlightenment are achieved bit by bit through
cultivation. Don’t be afraid of any pain or difficulty! Forget about
the aches in your legs while you sit here. “I want to become liberated
from birth and death!” We must be fearless. “I am not afraid of
anything. Not to mention pain, even death cannot prevent me from
meditating and cultivating!” We do not turn around and run when
we encounter something tough. Forget about the pain in your legs.
Just consider it the same as my beating you with the warning boards.
Although I didn’t hit you too hard; in fact, I did it quite lightly, how
do you know I will not beat you hard? If I spanked you hard, you
must bear it still. It is the same with pains in the legs.
You have to bear the pain in your legs, your back, and even
your wish to sleep. How? Open your eyes to meditate if you feel
sleepy. Do not feel like you must close your eyes because you want
to sleep. Overcome this kind of difficulty. “Is it difficult? The more
difficult it is, the better; the more painful it is, the better! The more
I want to sleep, the more I am going to meditate!” Meditate until
your yang energy is full so that the sleep demon runs away. If you
do not battle with the demon of sleep, you are admitting defeat.
You will always be in a stupor then. To really understand, we must
sleep less. Avoid learning from someone who is always telling others
to be stupid, rather than be wise. We must never learn to be stupid
but must definitely uncover our wisdom, return to our source of
origin, and recognize our original face.
Our original face is no different than the face of Buddhas.
However, due to our lack of wisdom, we run far, far away from our
original face. Not recognizing our original face, we are mixed up
and live in a drunken stupor or dream. We were already as if drunk,
already as if dreaming, but now we want to be drunk in drunkenness
and dream in the middle of a dream. This is about being mixed up
further; that way, we are doubly mixed up. We were already in a state
of drunkenness and a dream-like state but we take it to another level
of further drunkenness and dreaminess. We are so pathetic in this
way because we have not encountered any wise teacher who directs
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ࡋΛ༉ڂݺଚڶሖထवᢝΔਐݺقଚڃ୮
ऱሐሁΔބထؾ૿ࠐءຍଡሐሁΖ
Լֱٵፋᄎ!ઃ٥ᖂྤ
ڼਢᙇ۵!़֨֗รូ
ڇৰڍवᢝຟሖࠩԫದԱΔՕ୮٥ٵ
ؾ૿ࠐءٻຍයሁՂߨΔࢬאթᎅψԼֱٵፋ
ᄎωΔݺଚຍࠄࠐ۞ԼֱऱԳፋᄎࠩԫದΖψઃ
٥ᖂྤωΔຟਢᖂຍଡྤऄΖψڼਢᙇ۵
ωΔຍଡૉഘԾᙇ۵Δᓴ౨ྤԳྤݺ
ԱΔᓴ༉אױᙇՂΙᓴਢᝫ࣋ڶՀΔᓴ༉
ᙇլՂΔࢬאթᎅψ़֨֗รូωΔᓴਢ౨֨
㠪ᢰ़ԱΔ༉ړቝխणցΖԿց֗รΔ٤ഏຍԫ
ࠄ֮ԳፋᄎࠩԫದࠐەᇢΔࠩەรԫټΔຍण
ցΖݺଚڇՕ୮ፋᄎࠩԫದΔՈਢړቝەणց
ԫᑌΖΔֺणցޓՕΔݺଚڇਢە۵ࡋΜ
ᎅਢ۵Δߒຶਢ৻ᏖࠃڃΔݺᝫլवሐΔ
ݺՈլუەԱΜ۵Δ܃լუەΔڇԳհխ܃ਢլ
ਢԫଡԳࡋΛΔԫଡՕႂΕՕᎌ
ໃΕՕՁ֛Μ܃࣠ڕუڶຍଡݦඨΔ߷ՈאױΖ
ڇຍֱچՈ༉ਢᙇՕႂऱֱچΔՕႂՈ༉ਢ
ՕᤚΔՕᤚՈ༉ਢ۵ΔࢬࠟڶאᑌΖڂ۵܃
լᎁᢝΔຍଡՕႂ܃ԫࡳवሐΔຍਢՕྤऱ
ႂΖ
ࢬאΔ٣լࢢؚΖ߷Ꮦڶլࢢؚຍጟऱ
৸უΔຍՈ༉אױᎅਢྤԳྤݺԱΙݺڶ༉ࢢ
ؚΔݺڶՈ༉ࢢ࿀Ιݺڶ༉լࢢ࿀ԱΖᎅ
ψ߷ڇݺຍଡֱچΔ৻ᏖᎅࡋݺڶΛω߷ڇ܃
ຍଡֱچΔᓴլڇຍଡࡋֱچΛլڇຍଡֱچΔ
ԾਢᓴࡋΛڶԫଡڇΔՈڶԫଡլڇΔࢬא
ݺྤΖڂڇڶΔࢬא༉ݺڶΙ܃ૉڶ
ڇΔ༉ݺڶΖڇڶ܃Δᚨᇠ۞ڇΔլᚨᇠݺ
ڇΙ߷ଡ۞ڇΔ༉ᚨᇠݺڶΖ܃ૉݺڶΔ༉լ
۞ڇΔڂݺڶ༉ڶৰڍᅀΔຍଡᅀਢԫߢ
ᣄጐऱΖጕऱᤚլജΔᤚլငࣚΙپऱࣟ۫
֟ΔᤚߚؼԾլᚨԱΔ،Ծ֘ኙԱΙઠऱ۪
ࣚ֟Δຍଡߪ᧯ԾᤚଯԱΖຍຟਢչᏖࡋΛ
༉ڂڶԱݺΖ
ᎅψ߷ױݺუݺڶΔ܀ਢຍ৻ᏖᙄࡋΛω
߷༉ڇഘ݄Δ݄ࠐ݄װ༉݄ࠩྤݺऱ߷ጟቼ
ՂԱΔ༉אױࠩψྤԳྤݺᨠ۞ڇωΔՈྤ
ԳՈྤݺΔ߷ᨠ۞ڇԱΜψॺ़ॺࠐڕߠۥωΔ
Ոլਢ़ՈլਢۥΔ༉ڇຍଡழଢΔ܃༉אױव
ሐࠐڕऱऄߪΔՈ༉ਢवሐࠐء܃ऱ૿ؾΖ
Fৱᥛ
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us to the way home, the way to finding our original face.
All gather throughout the ten directions
Together study the unconditioned.
This is the place for selecting Buddhas
Return a winner by emptying the mind.
Now that so many of our wise teachers have gathered, we may
walk down this path toward our original face together. This is why
we say “all gather throughout the ten directions.” Together we
study the unconditioned. This is the place for selecting Buddhas.
This prajna hall is also a place for selecting Buddhas. Whoever can
be free of a self and others will be selected; whoever has not yet let
go will not be selected. “Return a winner by emptying the mind.”
Anyone whose mind is empty is a winner, like the national scholar
in China who receives first place among all the intellectuals in a
national exam. We are here together like we are being tested for
national scholars. Actually, even more magnificent than a national
scholar, we are being tested for Buddhahood!
“But I still don’t know what a Buddha is all about. I don’t want
to go through a test for it either!” You don’t want to take the test
for becoming a Buddha! Don’t you want to be a great figure, a
great hero, an outstanding individual among people? If you do,
then this is the place for selecting great heroes. Great heroes are
greatly enlightened beings, which is no different than Buddhas.
You may not know about Buddhas, but you must know about
fearless heroes.
First of all, do not be afraid of being beaten. You can be said
to be free of any idea of a self and others if you are not afraid of
being beaten. If there is a self, then you would be afraid of being
beaten, you would be afraid of pain. If there is no self, then you
would not be afraid of pain. “I am here, how can there be no
‘self ’?” Who is not there? Who is it that is not there? There is no
one there or not there; that’s why there is said to be no self. Since
there is no existence, there is no self. If there is existence, there is
a self. If you are present, you want to be present with ease rather
than present with a self. Being present with ease means having no
self. With a self, there is no ease. There are numerous problems
when the self is present, the magnitude of which I can hardly
express but here are some: we feel that we don’t sleep enough;
we feel uncomfortable; our stomach is disagreeable when we eat
too little; our body feels cold when we wear too little. All these
problems exist because the self is present.
“I want to be free of a self, but how?” Just meditate in the hall
until you reach the state of no self. At that point, you will be free of
a self and others, contemplating with ease. You are the Bodhisattva
Who Contemplates with Ease when you are free of a self and
others! You see the Thus Come One when you know that which
is neither emptiness nor form. At that point you know about the
Thus Come One’s Dharma body, which is your original face.
FTo be continued

